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Introduction

The regulatory information supplied in this document is provided only as a guide. It is your
responsibility to familiarize yourself with, and understand, the rules under which you must
operate. Compliance with these regulations is ultimately your responsibility. 
For more information see the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration website, or the Canadian Commercial Vehicle Drivers Hours of Service
Regulations website.

LogBook overview

LogBook is a mobile device application that allows CMV (commercial motor vehicle) drivers to:

Log their on-duty, off-duty, driving, and sleeper-berth hours.

Report a summary of their on-duty, off-duty, driving, and sleeper-berth hours.

Track, review and submit their daily log status. 

With LogBook, drivers can sign a daily chart to submit their hours of service and comply with the HOS (hours of
service) regulations. 

About this guide

This guide provides instructions on how to use LogBook as a driver. For information on how to perform

administrative tasks in Reveal, see LogBook ELD Administrator User Guide. 

Important notes for drivers

According to FMCSA 395.15 (G) regulations, each commercial motor vehicle must have onboard an information

packet containing the following items:

1. An instruction sheet describing in detail how data may be stored and retrieved from an automatic onboard

recording system (that is, instructions for inspectors).

2. A supply of blank driver duty status graph-grids, sufficient to record the driver's duty status and other

related information for the remainder of the current trip in the event of the failure of the recording device

(LogBook).

As a driver, you must ensure that these documents are available in your vehicle at all times. 

In the event of a critical failure of the LogBook application or device during your shift, you must:

Note the failure and immediately contact your supervisor.

Reconstruct your record of duty statuses for the current day, and the previous 7 days, less any days for

which you still have records.

Continue to log your driver statuses using handwritten records of all subsequent duty statuses until the

https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/rules-regulations/topics/hos/index.htm
https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/rules-regulations/topics/hos/index.htm
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-2005-313/
http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/SOR-2005-313/
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=1&ty=HTML&h=L&mc=true&=PART&n=pt49.5.395#se49.5.395_115
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LogBook application is once again operational.

It is important that you as a driver are aware of your responsibility for maintaining an unbroken log of shift

statuses in the event of a catastrophic failure of their LogBook mobile application.
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Install the app, log in and log out

Install the app

1. In the Google Play Store for Android devices or the iOS App Store for Apple devices, search for Reveal

ELD LogBook.

2. Select the Reveal ELD LogBook app and tap Install.

3. Open the app.

4. If asked, accept the permissions requested by the app. On the App info screen for LogBook, under App

notifications, tap Permissions. In this section, turn on all permissions. Then return to the login screen for

LogBook.

We recommend that you enable automatic updating of apps. This ensures that you always have the latest

version of Reveal ELD LogBook. You can set this in the settings of the Play Store.

Log In

1. Enter your username and password (provided by your administrator or manager).

2. Tap Login.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fleetmatics.eld&hl=en)
https://apps.apple.com/ie/app/fleetmatics-reveal-logbook-eld/id1318190474
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The app stores your username for future logins, but you must enter your password each time.

If you have trouble logging in, see Troubleshoot login issues.

Log Out

1. In the navigation bar in the lower part of the screen, tap More.

2. Tap Log Out.

If you log out while On Duty, the app continues tracking your hours.

It is important that you set your status to Off Duty before logging out at the end of your shift.

Unlock the app

If you do not use the app for some time, the app locks. To unlock the app, enter your password and log in again.
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To prevent the app from locking: From the navigation bar in LogBook, tap More, and then select Keep Me

Logged In.

Reset your password

You cannot reset your own password. Ask your administrator or manager to reset your password in Reveal.

For more information, see Reset a driver's password in the Reveal help.

https://reveal-help.verizonconnect.com/hc/en-us/articles/360048435613-Reset-a-driver-s-password
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Change driver, vehicle, and trailer details

On the Setup screen, you can view your driver details, co-drivers, vehicle details, trailers, and shipping

references.

If a trailer or shipping reference is missing, a red notification icon appears on the Setup icon in the navigation

bar, indicating the number of missing items.

View your driver details

1. In the navigation bar, tap Setup. 

2. Scroll to the Driver Details area.
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View your vehicle details

1. In the navigation bar, tap Setup.

2. Scroll to the Vehicle Details area.
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If you are connected to a vehicle, you can disconnect by tapping Disconnect.

If you are not connected to a vehicle, you can connect by tapping Connect.

Manage trailers

You can add up to three trailers on the Setup screen.

1. In the navigation bar, tap Setup.

2. Scroll to the Trailer area.

3. Tap the Add  icon.

4. Enter the trailer reference (10 characters maximum) and tap Save.
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To edit or delete a trailer:

1. In the navigation bar, tap Setup.

2. Scroll to the Trailer area.

3. Tap the Edit  icon.

4. To edit a trailer reference, tap the relevant field and change the text.

To delete a trailer reference, tap the ‘X’ icon to delete.

5. Tap Save.
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You can enable or disable reminders to enter trailer references:

1. In the navigation bar, tap More.

2. Select Trailer Reference to enable or disable the reminder.

Manage shipping references

You can add up to three shipping references in the Setup screen.

1. In the navigation bar, tap Setup.

2. Scroll to the Shipping area.

3. Tap the Add  icon.

4. Enter the shipping reference (40 characters maximum) and tap Save.
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To edit or delete a shipping reference:

1. In the navigation bar, tap Setup.

2. Scroll to the Shipping Reference area.

3. Tap the Edit  icon.

4. To edit a reference, tap the relevant field and change the text.

To delete a reference, tap the x icon to delete.

5. Tap Save.
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You can enable or disable reminders for shipping references:

1. In the navigation bar, tap More.

2. Select Shipping Reference to enable or disable the reminder.

Manage co-drivers

For more information on managing co-drivers see Manage co-drivers.
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Manage co-drivers
A co-driver is a driver who takes turns driving the same vehicle with you during the same shift. Only one driver

can be assigned to a vehicle at a time. This is the current driver. Any HOS (hours of service) data generated is

assigned to the current driver. This includes HOS status information, mileage driven, and any violations,

diagnostic events, or malfunctions.

Even if you are not currently driving, you can still access your LogBook account to view your HOS information. If

your information is displayed on the Dashboard screen, you are the active user. See Switch active users for

instructions on how to switch from one LogBook user to another. 

The screenshot below shows the difference between the active user and the current driver, who can be different

drivers or the same driver:

Active user (left): Under YOU is the driver whose data is shown on the Dashboard screen.

Current driver (right): The driver who is in control of the vehicle is shown with the label “Current driver”. 

A maximum of four drivers can be logged in to LogBook at a time. All co-drivers must log in to LogBook before

the vehicle starts moving and log out after the engine has been turned off. All co-drivers must use the same

mobile device.

For instructions on how to manage co-drivers, see the following topics:

Log in as a co-driver

Switch current drivers

Switch active users

Log out as a co-driver

Log in as a co-driver

All co-drivers must log in to LogBook on the same mobile device prior to starting the vehicle.
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As the first driver, log in to LogBook as normal.

To log in to the LogBook app as a co-driver:

1. From the navigation bar in the lower part of the screen, tap Setup.

2. Tap ADD CO-DRIVER.

3. Enter your credentials and tap LOGIN.

Adding a co-driver requires the current driver to log in again if the app was inactive for 30 minutes or more.
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4. On the Setup screen you can see who the active user and current drivers are. Under YOU is the active

user, whose data shows on the Dashboard screen. Under OTHER DRIVERS are all other co-drivers. The

current driver is displayed with a “Current driver” label. From here you can switch the current drivers, switch

the active users, and log out a driver.

Switch current drivers

The current driver is the co-driver who is in control of the vehicle and to whom any HOS data that is captured

automatically from the vehicle is assigned. The current driver can be the active user, but does not have to be.

To switch from one current driver to another:

1. Ensure that the vehicle is stationary and the current driver is not in Driving status. The SWITCH button for

the co-driver is disabled while the vehicle is in motion.

2. From the navigation bar in the lower part of the screen, tap Setup. Under YOU is the active user, whose

data shows on the Dashboard screen. Under OTHER DRIVERS are all other co-drivers. The current driver

is displayed with a “Current driver” label.

3. Tap SWITCH under the driver who wants to take over the vehicle.
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4. The current driver has changed. Depending on how the new driver’s account is configured, he or she might

be required to enter a Trailer or Shipping Reference.

Switch active users

The active user is the co-driver whose HOS data is displayed on the Dashboard screen. The active user can be

the current driver, but does not have to be.

To switch from one active user to another while the vehicle is stationary:

1. From the navigation bar in the lower part of the screen, tap Setup. Under YOU is the active user, whose

data is shown on the Dashboard screen. Under OTHER DRIVERS are all other co-drivers. 

2. Tap the user  icon for the driver who wants to be the active user.

3. As the new active user, enter your password and tap Unlock.
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4. The active user has changed. Under YOU is the new active user, whose data is shown on the Dashboard

screen. Under OTHER DRIVERS are all other co-drivers. 

To switch from one active user to another while the vehicle is in motion:

1. From the Driving screen, tap Co-Driver.
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2. On iOS devices, you might need to tap the multi-user  icon in the upper right corner of the screen to

view the user list.
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On Android devices, the user list is displayed on the login screen.

Select your username from the list, enter your password, and tap Unlock.
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3. The active user has changed. Under YOU is the new active user, whose data is shown on the Dashboard

screen. Under OTHER DRIVERS are all other co-drivers. 

Log out as a co-driver

To log out of the LogBook app you need to be the active user. If you are not, switch active users first.

To log out as a co-driver:

1. From the navigation bar in the lower part of the screen, tap Setup.

2. Under YOU, which shows your driver profile, tap LOGOUT. Alternatively you can log out from the More

menu.

3. One of the remaining co-drivers is required to log in again. Select the user if there is more than one. Enter

the password, and then tap Unlock.
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Connect your ELD to a vehicle

Connect automatically to a vehicle

When you log in, the LogBook app asks you to select the vehicle you want to connect to. The closest vehicles

are displayed at the top of the list. To connect to a vehicle, select the vehicle name, and then tap Connect. If you

want to continue without selecting a vehicle, tap Skip.

When you are connected to a vehicle, you will automatically reconnect to the same vehicle if the connection is

lost. For example, if you connect to a vehicle, walk away from the vehicle, and then return, your connection will

be established again automatically. You might need to wait a few minutes for the vehicle to reconnect, but, if you

turn on your vehicle’s ignition, it will speed up the process. 

If the vehicle icon is green, you are connected to a vehicle. If it is red, you are not connected to a vehicle.

Connect manually to a vehicle

You can connect to a vehicle manually at any time after you have logged in to LogBook. 

To connect to a vehicle manually:

1. In the upper right corner of the screen, tap the Vehicle icon. 
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The LogBook app searches for nearby vehicles. The closest vehicles are displayed at the top of the list.

2. Select the vehicle name, and then tap Connect.

Alternatively, you can connect to a vehicle by tapping Setup in the navigation bar in the lower part of the screen.

Then, under Vehicle Details, tap Connect.

If the vehicle icon is green, you are connected to a vehicle. If it is red, you are not connected to a vehicle.

Disconnect from a vehicle

We recommend that you disconnect from your vehicle before logging out of LogBook and finishing your shift. To

disconnect:

1. In the navigation bar at the bottom of the screen, tap Setup.

2. Under Vehicle Details, tap Disconnect.
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If the vehicle icon is green, you are connected to a vehicle. If it is red, you are not connected to a vehicle.

Troubleshoot issues with connecting to a vehicle

If you can’t find the vehicle you are looking for, or if you get a “No vehicle found” message, see Troubleshoot

connectivity issues. 

If the problem persists, contact LogBook support.

Enable and disable the vehicle disconnection sound

By default, an alert sounds when your device disconnects from a vehicle. You can enable or disable this alert:

1. In the navigation bar at the bottom of the screen, tap More.

2. Under Support, turn on the toggle for Vehicle Disconnection Sound.
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Change your HOS status

HOS statuses available in LogBook

When using ELD, your time is allocated one of the following statuses:

OF (off duty) - When you are not working

ON (on duty, not driving) - When you are working, but not driving. For example, when you are performing

administrative tasks like filling in forms or maintenance tasks on your vehicle

DR (driving) - When you are driving your vehicle

SB (sleeper berth) - When you are taking a break, resting in the sleeper berth of your vehicle

Some of these statuses have sub statuses that allow you to specify further what you are doing. For example,

when you are driving your vehicle for personal use, you can select a sub status of Personal Use on the Off Duty

status. Or, when you are moving your vehicle around the depot yard for maintenance, you can select a sub

status of Yard Move on the On Duty status. Your administrator needs to enable these two sub statuses so that

you can use them.

For more information on the supported sub statuses, see off-duty and sleeper-berth sub statuses or on-duty sub

statuses below. 

If you log in and out, and change your status appropriately, your logs should be correct. As per regulations, we

recommend that you certify your logs daily to confirm that they are correct. If you still notice any issues with your

logs, you can edit your logs (with some exceptions). 

Change your HOS status manually

You must change your status manually in the following situations:

When you start your shift, after you have logged in to LogBook. Change to ON.

When you finish your shift, before you log out of LogBook. Change to OF.

When you are taking a rest break. Change to SB or OF. For the 30-minute break, you can also be on duty,

not driving (ON)

Log off-duty or sleeper-berth time

On an Android device, follow these steps to change your status to OF (off duty) or SB (sleeper berth):

1. On the Dashboard screen, tap OF (Off Duty) or SB (Sleeper Berth).

2. Select a sub status if necessary. You might need to swipe along the list of sub statuses. 
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3. Enter your location. If you are connected to a vehicle, the app logs the location automatically.

4. Enter a comment, if necessary.

5. Tap CONFIRM.

On an iOS device, follow these steps to change your status to OF (off duty) or SB (sleeper berth):

1. On the Dashboard screen, tap CHANGE STATUS.

2. Under Off Duty or Sleeper Berth, select a sub status if necessary. 
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3. Enter your location. If you are connected to a vehicle, the app logs the location automatically.

4. Enter a comment, if necessary.

5. Tap CONFIRM STATUS CHANGE.
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Off-duty and sleeper-berth sub statuses

Off Duty Sub
Status

Description

No Sub Status No specific sub status

Daily Reset The daily off-duty time that is long enough to reset your daily driving and on-duty time

Cycle Reset The off-duty time that is long enough to reset the driving and on-duty time for your next

cycle

30 Minutes Break The 30-minute rest break that is required after 8 hours of consecutive driving time when

using federal US rules

Personal Use Time spent driving for personal use. This does not count towards your hours of service.

A comment is required for this sub status.

To log time under Personal Use, your administrator must enable the Personal Use

option for your account in Reveal. It is applicable to the Off Duty status only. For more

information, see Use the Personal Use sub status.

Split Break Time that counts towards a split break, where at least 7 hours must be spent in the

sleeper berth. On Android devices this sub status is applicable to the Sleeper Berth

status only. For more information, see Use the Split Sleeper Berth break.

Log on-duty time

On an Android device, follow these steps to change your status to ON (on duty, not driving):
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1. On the Dashboard screen, tap ON (On Duty).

2. If necessary, select a sub status. You might need to swipe along the list of sub statuses. 

3. Enter your location. If you are connected to a vehicle, the app enters the location automatically.

4. Enter a comment, if necessary.

5. Tap CONFIRM.

On an iOS device, follow these steps to change your status to ON (on duty, not driving):

1. On the Dashboard screen, tap CHANGE STATUS.

2. Under On Duty, select a sub status if necessary.
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3. Enter your location. If you are connected to a vehicle, the app enters the location automatically.

4. Enter a comment, if necessary.

5. Tap CONFIRM STATUS CHANGE.
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On-duty sub statuses

On Duty Sub
Status

Description

No Sub Status No specific sub status

Fueling Time spent refueling the vehicle

Inspection Time spent inspecting the vehicle

Loading Time spent loading the vehicle

Unloading Time spent unloading the vehicle

Yard Moves Time spent driving in a yard. Counts towards on-duty time. A comment is required for

this sub status. To log time under Yard Moves, your administrator must enable the Yard

Moves option in Reveal.

For more information, see Use the Yard Moves sub status.

Change your HOS status automatically

Any transitions to the Driving status occur automatically. The ELD hardware device installed in your vehicle

detects when your vehicle starts moving and changes your status to Driving. The hardware device also detects

when your vehicle stops for more than 6 minutes and changes your status to On Duty. For more information, see 

Use Driving mode.
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Use Driving mode

Start driving

When your vehicle moves faster than 5 mph, the app automatically sets your status to Driving. When in Driving

mode, you cannot access the Dashboard screen because the screen is locked. This is according to FMCSA

regulations.

When you are in Driving mode, you can choose between two views of the lock screen, depending on whether you

want to see one Simplified timer or three Detailed timers.

View Simplified timer

The Simplified timer is the default view. It shows a single timer that combines the various rules that make up your

rule set. For example, if you are using US Federal rules, it takes into account the following rules:

30 minute break rule

11-hour rule

14-hour rule

60/70 hour limit

The Simplified timer lets you know when to stop driving next, according to a calculation made from all four rules.
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View Detailed timers

The Detailed timers on the lock screen show the following three individual timers:

Time used since the last daily reset

Daily time used driving

Time remaining until the next 30-minute break is due

The Detailed timers take into account your rule set. For example, if you are using US Federal rules, they are

based on the following rules:

30 minute break rule

11-hour rule

14-hour rule

To switch between Simplified and Detailed views, select the button SHOW DETAILED TIMERS or the button

SHOW SIMPLIFIED TIMER in the upper part of the screen. You can switch at any time, when in Driving or Idling

modes.

Change the default timer view

To decide to keep using the Simplified or Detailed view, go to your Settings under the More button.

There, you can choose to always see either the Simplified or Detailed view. You can change this whenever you
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like.

Access the dashboard as a co-driver

As a co-driver you can access your Dashboard screen while someone else is driving. To do this:

1. In the upper right corner of the driving dashboard screen, tap Co Driver.

2. Enter your username and password.

3. Tap Login.

Stop driving

When the speed of your vehicle goes to 0 mph for more than 5 seconds, the app begins a countdown of 5

minutes and sets your status to Idling.

You can change your status to On Duty at any time during the countdown.

The Simplified view shows this:
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The Detailed view shows this:

After 5 minutes of Idling, you will be asked to indicate if you are still Driving or are going On Duty. You have 60

seconds to decide.
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If you move the vehicle, your status becomes Driving automatically.

If you do not move the vehicle, on the 6th minute your status becomes On Duty automatically, and the app

backdates your status to the time the vehicle stopped moving.

During the 6 minute period, you will be put back into Driving mode if your vehicle goes over 5 mph for longer than

5 seconds.
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Check your hours of service information

The Dashboard screen displays your hours of service (HOS) data. The top row highlights your current active

status (and sub status, if applicable).

Your status can be one of the following:

OF: Off duty

SB: Sleeper berth

DR: On duty - driving

ON: On duty - not driving

The timers indicate how much of your HOS time you have used or is remaining.

The timers are color coded to warn you of HOS violations:

Blue: You are not in violation.

Amber: You are within 30 minutes of a violation.

Red: You are in violation or will be in violation if you start driving or go on duty.

30-Minute Break Due

If you are driving, this timer counts down from 8 hours to the next mandatory 30-minute break. To take the break,
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change your status to OF (off duty) or ON (on duty).

Time Remaining

This timer shows the remaining time of your mandatory, 30-minute rest break. It is displayed while you are either

off duty or on duty, and it counts down from 30 minutes. When the time is up, you can continue to drive, provided

you have sufficient driving time left.
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Rest Until

This timer is relevant if you chose the Daily Reset or Cycle Reset sub statuses. After the 30-minute break period,

the timer counts down the time required to reset (for example, 10 hours for a daily reset).
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To reset your cycle, you must be off duty for the time period that your rule set defines. For example, if you are

using US Federal rules, you must be off duty for 34 consecutive hours to reset your cycle.

Daily Driving

This timer tracks your daily driving time, either used or remaining. The timer starts when you first start driving for

the day. You can reset this timer only after you log 10 hours of off-duty time or if you use the split break

provision.

You can choose whether to display hours used or hours remaining:

1. Select the Since Daily Reset timer.

2. Select either “Used” or “Remaining”.

The Used timer counts up from 0:00 and shows how much time you have spent driving today.
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The Remaining timer counts down from your permitted driving time and shows how long you can continue to

drive today. Your permitted driving time depends on your rule set.
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Cycle On Duty

This timer displays the time that you can continue to be on duty or driving within your weekly cycle. The permitted

time depends on your rule set.

Since Daily Reset

This timer tracks your daily on-duty time, either used or remaining. The timer starts when you first go on duty for

the day. You can reset this timer only after you log 10 hours of off-duty time or if you use the split break

provision.

You can choose whether to display hours used or hours remaining:

1. Select the Since Daily Reset timer.

2. Select either “Used” or “Remaining”.

The Used timer counts up from 0:00 and shows how much time you have spent on duty today.
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The Remaining timer counts down from your permitted on-duty time and shows how long you may continue to be

on duty today. Your permitted on-duty time depends on your rule set.
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Receive in-app ELD alerts

Types of alerts

LogBook supports the following alerts:

Carrier edits

When your administrator makes changes to your ELD logs, an alert is shown as a banner on the 

Dashboard screen and on the Alerts screen under NOTIFICATIONS. 

Administrators can change your ELD logs by adding a new status or changing an existing status. You can

accept or reject the proposed changes.

Alert text: “[admin name] proposed [driver name] a new status”.

See Accept or reject carrier edits for more information.

Unidentified miles 

Alerts about unidentified miles are shown as a banner on the Dashboard screen and on the Alerts screen

under NOTIFICATIONS.

When the LogBook app detects driving time for your vehicle at a time when no driver was assigned to the

vehicle, the alert text is: “Unidentified miles for this vehicle”.

When your administrator assigns driving time to you because you were likely to be the driver, the alert text

is: “Miles assigned to you”.
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See Accept or reject unidentified miles for more information.

Warnings and violations 

Alerts for warnings and violations are shown as a banner on the Dashboard screen and on the Alerts

screen under NOTIFICATIONS.

Warning banners inform you that you are approaching a violation of your permitted hours of service (HOS).

Violation banners inform you that you are in violation of your HOS. 

The alert text on the Alerts screen provides specific details about the violation or warning.

To remove the alert from the notification list, tap the x button (on Android devices) or Delete button (on iOS

devices). On Android devices, confirm that you want to delete the alert. This action automatically closes the

banner for the same alert.

See Troubleshoot violations and warnings for more information.

Certifications 

Alerts about logs that need to be certified are shown on the Alerts screen under UNCERTIFIED LOGS.

Tap REVIEW LOG to go to the Status Log screen, or tap SIGN LOG to certify your log for the specified

day.

See Certify your logs for more information.

Diagnostic events and malfunctions

All diagnostic events and malfunctions, apart from engine sync diagnostic events, are shown as a banner

on the Dashboard screen until the banner is closed. All diagnostic events and malfunctions are shown on
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the Active Malfunctions and Diagnostic screen until the issue no longer applies.

See Troubleshoot ELD diagnostics events and malfunctions for more information on the actions that you

must take as a driver when diagnostics or malfunctions are raised.

View alerts

On the Dashboard, alerts are displayed as a banner in the lower part of the screen:
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In the app header the alerts icon shows the number of active alerts that you have. Tap the Alerts  icon to

view a list of your alerts. 

Proposed changes to your ELD logs, unidentified miles, warnings, and violations are shown on the 

NOTIFICATIONS tab. Alerts about logs that need to be certified are shown on the UNCERTIFIED LOGS tab.
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Dismiss alerts

Alerts for changes to your ELD logs and unidentified miles are removed from the NOTIFICATIONS list when you

have accepted or rejected them.

Alerts for warnings and violations are removed from the NOTIFICATIONS list when you tap the x button (on

Android devices) or Delete button (on iOS devices) next to them and confirm that you want to delete the

notification. This action also closes the banner for the same alert.

Alerts for uncertified logs are removed from the UNCERTIFIED LOGS list when you have signed the log.
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Accept or reject carrier edits
Your administrator might change your logs to make a correction or because you requested a change. Log

changes can involve adding a new status or changing an existing status. These changes to your ELD logs are

shown as a banner in the lower part of the Dashboard screen and on the Alerts screen under NOTIFICATIONS

with the following text: 

“[admin name] proposed [driver name] a new status”.

You can accept or reject the proposed change. If you accept a change, the change is made to your log. You

must then recertify the log.

To accept or reject change to your ELD logs:

1. Tap the Alerts  icon in the upper part of the screen to view a list of your alerts.

2. On the NOTIFICATIONS tab, review all alerts with the text “[admin name] proposed [driver name] a new

status”. If you agree with the change that your administrator made, tap ACCEPT. If you disagree with a

change that your administrator made, tap REJECT.

3. If you have accepted the changes, you must recertify your log.
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Accept or reject unidentified miles
Unidentified miles are driving periods that do not have an assigned driver. You can receive two types of alerts for

unidentified miles:

“Unidentified miles for this vehicle” - This alert is shown when LogBook detects driving time for your vehicle

at a time when no driver was assigned to the vehicle. 

“Miles assigned to you” - This alert is shown when your administrator assigns driving time to you because

you were likely to be the driver.

These alerts can be raised when you, or another driver using the vehicle, were not logged in to LogBook or had

no Bluetooth or Wi-Fi connection while driving the vehicle.

The alert with the title "Unidentified miles for this vehicle" is raised immediately after a vehicle records

unidentified miles. This alert is shown when you connect to the vehicle. Any driving time that is less than 5

minutes in duration or less than 0.1 mile in distance is ignored and not raised as unidentified miles.

If you drove the vehicle during the time period stated in an alert, you can accept the miles to your log. If you did

not drive the vehicle during the time period stated, you can reject the miles.

To accept or reject unidentified miles:

1. Tap the Alerts icon  in the upper part of the screen to view a list of your alerts.

2. On the NOTIFICATIONS tab, review all unidentified mile notifications in the list. If the unidentified miles

belong to you, tap ACCEPT. If another driver is responsible for the unidentified miles, tap REJECT.
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3. If you accepted the unidentified miles, you must re-certify your log.
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View your ELD logs

The Status Log screen allows you to view your ELD logs. You can view logs from the past six months.

To open the Status Log screen, tap Logs in the navigation bar in the lower part of the screen. 

To change the date displayed, tap the Calendar  icon and choose a date.

The Status Log screen displays a summary of your current totals and other relevant information. To close the

summary, tap the chevron  icon.

View the Graph tab

The Graph tab displays a 24-hour timeline of your statuses on a single date. This graph is set in your time zone

and runs from midnight to midnight.

Read the graph from left to right to view your status at a given time, and to see the duration of that status. The

vertical axis tracks the different statuses. The horizontal axis tracks time.

The graph below shows the following statuses and times:

OF 00:00 – 04:00

DR 04:00 – 06:00
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ON 06:00 – 10:00

OF 10:00 – 12:10

DR 12:10 – 06:30

ON 06:30 – 00:00

View the Events & Stops tab

The Events & Stops tab lists the time when and location where each status change occurred in the 24-hour log

period. Expand an item using the chevron  icon at the end of the line, to display the following information:

Comments

Vehicle

Shipping reference

Trailer number

Co-driver
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View the Driver tab

The Driver tab displays the driver details for the 24-hour log period, including the driver name, license number,

vehicle information, and commodity being hauled.
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Edit your ELD logs or add a status to your logs
You can add or edit the statuses Off-Duty (OF), On-Duty (ON), and Sleeper Berth (SB), as long as their times do

not overlap with an existing Driving (DR) status.

You cannot add or edit a Driving (DR) status. The only driving time you can edit in your logs is time recorded as

Off Duty - Personal Use and On Duty - Yard Moves. This is as per FMCSA guidelines.

Changes to your logs might be required if you have forgotten to go off duty before logging out and you are now in

violation or have not received your cycle reset as expected.

Changes to your logs might be required in the following situations:

You have forgotten to go off duty before logging out.

You have received a warning or violation message because of incorrect status changes. See Troubleshoot

violations and warnings for more information.

You have not received your daily or cycle reset because of incorrect status changes. See Troubleshoot

missing resets for more information.

Your vehicle did not switch into or out of the Driving status properly because of connectivity issues. See 

Troubleshoot connectivity issues for more information.

Your administrator suggested some carrier edits or unidentified miles to you that you have accepted. This

means there are potentially further changes that you need to make to the logs.

You accepted some unidentified miles that were recorded on your vehicle. This means there are potentially

further changes that you need to make to the logs. 

Note:

After you add a status, you cannot delete it or change the start time. You can, however, change the status

to a different status, as long as it is not to a Driving status.

If you have forgotten to go Off Duty before logging out, you can edit your logs (with limitations) or contact

your administrator.

If your logs are incorrect, you can correct the logs by adding a status or editing them. If you are unable to

make the changes required, contact your supervisor. Your supervisor can make the same changes to your

logs. You can accept these changes as part of proposed carrier edits.

Your administrator can make changes to your logs only if you have certified your logs.

If you edit a log that has been certified, you must certify the log again.

Edit driving time

The only driving time you can edit in your logs is time recorded as Off Duty - Personal Use and On Duty - Yard

Moves. This is as per FMCSA guidelines.

If you try to make a change that results in an HOS violation, the app warns you. However, the app does not

prevent you from making the change.

Edit non-driving time
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To edit a status that is non-driving time:

1. In the navigation bar, in the lower part of the screen, tap Logs. The Status Log screen is displayed. Select

the correct date for which you want to view a log.

2. Select the Events & Stops tab, then tap ADD/EDIT.

3. Next to the event you want to edit, tap EDIT.
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4. Change the details as required. You cannot edit the start time of a status. You can edit all other fields. If

you do need to edit the start time, add a status for the time you would like it to start or reach out to your

administrator to propose this change. (For example, if you have an Off Duty status at 10 AM that you would

like to change to 9:30 AM you can add an Off Duty status at 9:30 AM).
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5. Check that each field has the correct information for the new status and then tap SAVE in the lower part of

the screen. 

Add a status

To add a new status to your logs:

1. In the navigation bar, in the lower part of the screen, tap Logs. The Status Log screen is displayed. Select

the correct date for which you want to view a log. The Graph will show you the various statuses and the

hours spent in those statuses for that date. From the information shown on the graph, you will see when

you can add or edit a status. It must be outside of existing Driving time. (For more information on how to

read the graph, see View your logs).

2. Select the Events & Stops tab.

3. Tap ADD to create a new status in the log for the selected day. If you already have logs for the day, the
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button displays ADD/EDIT.

4. Tap ADD NEW STATUS.
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5. Choose a start time for the event, check that each field has the correct information for the new status, fill in

any empty fields, and then tap SAVE in the lower part of the screen. 
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6. If you create a status that causes a violation in your hours of service, you will receive a warning.

You must decide if you want to accept or reject the violation.

If you accept the violation, you must edit your statuses (see below), or add new statuses, until you are no

longer in violation.

If you reject the violation, the new status or edit will not be saved.
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Certify your ELD logs
Note:

As per regulations, we recommend that you certify your logs daily.

Your administrator can make changes to your logs only if you have certified your logs.

View uncertified logs

The app alerts you to uncertified logs. To view these logs:

1. In the app header, tap the alerts  icon.

2. Select the UNCERTIFIED LOGS tab. A list of uncertified logs is displayed:
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3. Tap REVIEW LOG to view your log on the Logs screen, or tap SIGN LOG to certify the log for the

particular day.

Certify your logs from the Status Log screen

On the Status Log screen, you can view and certify logs from the previous six months.

1. In the navigation bar, in the lower part of the screen, tap Logs. The following screen is displayed:

2. The yellow CERTIFY button appears only for dates that are uncertified or that you have edited.

3. To change the displayed date, tap the calendar  icon.

4. Select the date you want to view.
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5. If that date has uncertified logs, tap CERTIFY.

6. In the Certify [Date] box, enter a comment if required. Tap AGREE.

7. In the confirmation box, tap OK.

After certifying a log, the yellow CERTIFY button is replaced by a green Certified status.

If you have uncertified logs, the dates with the uncertified logs are indicated on the calendar in red:
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Certify logs from alerts

The app alerts you to uncertified logs. To certify these logs:

1. In the app header, tap the alerts  icon.

2. Select UNCERTIFIED LOGS. A list of uncertified logs is displayed:
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3. To certify a log, tap SIGN LOG.

4. In the Certify [Date] box, enter a comment if required. Tap AGREE.

5. In the confirmation box, tap OK.

To review a log before certifying it, tap REVIEW LOG in the list of uncertified logs. The Status Log screen is

displayed.
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Re-certify a log

If any changes are made to a log entry, you must re-certify it.

You re-certify logs in the same way that you certify logs. However, you must enter a comment when you re-certify

logs.
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Use Roadside Inspection mode

See the DOT Roadside Inspection Guide for instructions on how to use LogBook during a DOT

(department of transportation) inspection. 

Roadside Inspection mode provides access to logs for FMCSA inspectors. The inspector can navigate between

the current day and the previous seven days of logs.

The header of the Status Log screen displays a summary of your standard hours of service (HOS) data

elements, including the total time spent in each status, daily mileage, and total hours on duty (daily and cycle).

https://cdn.reveal.dev.us.fleetmatics.com/help/ZENDESK_Downloads/360011304580-Download-user-guides/EN-US/VZC%20ELD%20LogBook-Inspector%20Guide.pdf
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Tap the chevron  icon to close the summary.

The inspector cannot see your HOS log certification status.

Enable and disable Roadside Inspection mode

You must enable Roadside Inspection mode before giving the device to the inspector.

To enable Roadside Inspection mode:

1. From the navigation bar in the lower part of the screen, tap Logs.

2. Tap the Roadside Inspection Mode  icon. The icon changes to blue. On some devices, such as

iPads, tap the toggle button next to Inspector Mode.

To disable Roadside Inspection mode:

1. On the Status Log screen, tap the Roadside Inspection Mode  icon. On some devices, such as

iPads, tap the toggle button next to Inspector Mode.

2.  Enter your password and tap Unlock.
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Use the 'Graph' tab

The Graph tab displays a 24-hour timeline of your activity on a single date. The graph runs from the driver’s start

time for a period of 24 hours. By default, it runs from midnight to midnight.

By reading the graph from left to right, the inspector can view your status at a given time and the duration of that

status. The vertical axis tracks the different statuses. The horizontal axis tracks time. The inspector can view

different parts of the graph by swiping left or right on the graph.

Special driving conditions (Yard Moves and Personal Use) are marked with a white dotted line on the graph. A

legend to explain these conditions is also displayed.
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Use the 'Events & Stops' tab

The Events & Stops tab lists the time and location when each status in the 24-hour log period occurred.

In Roadside Inspection mode, the Events & Stops tab displays additional events that are not displayed in normal

mode. The inspector can review status changes, diagnostic events, and unidentified miles associated with the

connected vehicle.
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The inspector can view the following, additional information by tapping the chevron  icon:

Comments

Event code

Event record status

Trailer number

Shipping reference

Co-drivers

 

Use the 'Driver' tab

The Driver tab displays the driver details for the 24-hour log period, including the driver name, license number,

carrier name and location, and US DOT number.
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Download log as PDF

The inspector can download a copy of your HOS log for the selected date:

1. On the Status Log screen, tap the Download  icon.

2. Select Printer friendly version (PDF).
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3. Save the PDF to the device.

Send logs to the FMCSA

The inspector can send a copy of your HOS logs for the past eight days to the FMCSA:

1. Tap the Download  icon.

2. Select Send Logs to FMCSA.

3. If you want to send the logs to the FMCSA using a web transfer, make sure the Send Now option is

selected.
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4. Alternatively, if you want to send the logs to the FMCSA by email, tap More Options, and then select

Send Via Email.

5. Enter a mandatory comment that includes the routing code provided by the inspector.

6. Tap Send. 
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You might be asked to try again if you have tried to share your logs, and your logs took longer

than expected to sync. If you send your logs anyway, they might be incomplete. To check

whether you have pending data in the LogBook app, see Troubleshoot incorrect or missing ELD

logs > Check whether your logs failed to upload.
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Inspect your vehicle
In the Vehicle Inspection mode, you can do a check of your vehicle, before and after a trip. If you find a fault, you

can log details of the fault.

You must be connected to a vehicle and in On Duty status to perform a vehicle inspection.

1. In the navigation bar, tap Inspection.

2. To display the checklist, tap Add New.

3. After you check each item on the list, select Checked.

4. If you find a defect, select Has Defect and enter the details. Note: You must mark an item as checked

before you can add a defect.

5. To view the details of any defect, tap the i  icon for details.

6. After you check every item in the list, tap CONTINUE. 

7. Add any general comments, if required.

8. Tap SAVE.

The app sends saved inspection reports to the admin/dispatcher by Wi-Fi or cellular coverage. The administrator

can view the report in the Reports section of Reveal.
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Extend your hours of service

Extend driving time due to adverse conditions

You can extend your daily driving time by two hours and your daily on-duty time by two hours if you are

experiencing adverse driving conditions:

1. In the app header, tap the three dots icon.

2. Tap Adverse Conditions.

3. In the Extend Driving Time dialog box, tap YES.

Extend on-duty time with the Big Day Extension

If you are driving under the 16-hour short-haul exception rule set, you can extend your on-duty hours by two

hours once every seven days using the Big Day Extension:

1. In the app header, tap the three dots icon.
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2. Tap Big Day Extension.

3. In the dialog box, tap YES.

The administrator must apply this rule set before you can use the Big Day Extension. For more information, see 

Change the active rule set for a driver in the Reveal help.

https://reveal-help.verizonconnect.com/hc/en-us/articles/360048436433-Change-the-active-rule-set-for-a-driver
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Use sub statuses

Use the Personal Use sub status

You can use the Personal Use sub status to record driving for personal use if your administrator has enabled this

functionality in your account. Time recorded as Personal Use does not count towards your permitted driving time.

It counts as off-duty time instead.

On an Android device, follow these steps to record Personal Use time:

1. Make sure that you are connected to your vehicle.

2. On the Dashboard screen, tap OF (Off Duty).

3. Select the sub status Personal Use. You might need to swipe along the list of sub statuses.

4. Enter your location. If you are connected to a vehicle, the app logs the location automatically.

5. Enter a mandatory comment.

6. Tap Confirm.

On an iOS device, follow these steps to record Personal Use time:

1. Make sure that you are connected to your vehicle.

2. On the Dashboard screen, tap CHANGE STATUS.

3. Under Off Duty, select the sub status Personal Use.

4. Enter your location. If you are connected to a vehicle, the app logs the location automatically.

5. Enter a mandatory comment.

6. Tap CONFIRM STATUS CHANGE.

When you begin driving, you cannot access the Dashboard screen because the screen is locked.
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If you stop driving for more than 5 seconds, the option to access the dashboard appears.
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To exit Personal Use, tap GO TO DASHBOARD and manually change your status.

To remain in Personal Use, do not go to the dashboard.

If you turn your vehicle off while in the Personal Use sub status, and then re-start and drive, your status changes

to Driving.

Use the Yard Moves sub status

You can use the Yard Moves sub status to record driving around a yard for maintenance purposes if your

administrator has enabled this functionality in your account. Time recorded as Yard Moves does not count

towards your permitted driving time. It counts as on-duty, not driving time instead.

On an Android device, follow these steps to record Yard Move time:
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1. Make sure that you are connected to your vehicle.

2. On the Dashboard screen, tap On (On Duty).

3. Select the sub status Yard Moves. You might need to swipe along the list of sub statuses.

4. Enter your location. If you are connected to a vehicle, the app logs the location automatically.

5. Enter a mandatory comment.

6. Tap Confirm.

On an iOS device, follow these steps to record Yard Move time:

1. Make sure that you are connected to your vehicle.

2. On the Dashboard screen, tap CHANGE STATUS.

3. Under On Duty, select the sub status Yard Moves.

4. Enter your location. If you are connected to a vehicle, the app logs the location automatically.

5. Enter a mandatory comment.

6. Tap CONFIRM STATUS CHANGE.

When you begin driving, you cannot access the Dashboard screen because the screen is locked.
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If your vehicle stops moving, the status changes to Idling and you will be asked whether you want to go On Duty.

If you do not choose On Duty and the vehicle moves, the status returns to Yard Moves.
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If you turn your vehicle off while in the Yard Moves sub status, and then re-start and drive, your status changes

to Driving.

Use the Split Sleeper Berth sub status

If you want to split your daily reset break into two parts using the Split Sleeper Berth break, you must ensure the

following:

One break must consist of at least 7 consecutive hours spent in the Sleeper Berth status

The other break must consist of at least 2 consecutive hours spent in the Sleeper Berth or Off Duty status

The total of the two breaks must be at least 10 hours

The steps for changing your status differs slightly on Android and iOS devices. See Log off-duty time for the
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differences.

To use the Split Sleeper Berth break:

1. When you are ready to take the first part of your break, stop driving.

2. You can choose whether to take the shorter or longer part of your break first. Ensure you follow the rules

mentioned above. Log off-duty time as either SB (sleeper berth) or OF (off duty). If you selected SB, select

the sub status Split Break.

3. Take the first part of your break.

4. When you are ready to go on duty or drive again, log on-duty time. Any driving time between the two rest

breaks counts towards the work shift after both rest breaks.

5. When it is time for the second break, you must take a break that is long enough so that both breaks add up

to 10 hours.

6. For example, if your first break was 7 hours spent in the sleeper berth, you must take at least a 3-hour

break as your second break. Remember that your longer break must be spent in the Sleeper Berth status.

7. Log off-duty time as either SB (sleeper berth) or OF (off duty). If you selected SB, select the sub status

Split Break. In this case, the Sleeper Berth status icon changes to display the split break.
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General troubleshooting tips

Check that you are using the latest version

If you are experiencing issues with the LogBook mobile app, ensure that the app is up to date. Newer versions of

the app correct many of the problems in older releases, which might include issues you are experiencing right

now.

To check which version you are using:

1. In the navigation bar, in the lower part of the screen, tap More.

2. Under Support, tap About.

Go to the Google Play Store for Android devices, or the iOS App Store for Apple devices, to see if you need to

update the app and to install the latest version.

If the version you are using is out of date, follow the instructions under Install the app to update to the latest

version.

We recommend that you turn on automatic app updates on your mobile device so that you are always using the

latest version of the app.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fleetmatics.eld
https://apps.apple.com/ie/app/fleetmatics-reveal-logbook-eld/id1318190474
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Refresh your settings in the app

When your administrator updates your settings in Reveal, these changes are periodically synchronized with the

mobile app. To refresh the settings in your app immediately, follow these steps:

1. In the navigation bar, in the lower part of the screen, tap More.

2. Beside Settings, tap REFRESH.

3. In the dialog box, tap YES.

4. Log out of the app and then log back in.

Restart your device

Sometimes a restart of your device can solve a problem that you are experiencing. To do this, hold down the

power button for a few seconds and follow the instructions to restart your device.
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Troubleshoot login issues
To log in to the LogBook mobile app, enter your username and password. The username is usually your email

address. 

If you receive an error message when trying to log in to LogBook, try again. If the problem persists, follow these

troubleshooting tips:

Ensure that you have used correct capitalization for your password. Your password is case-sensitive.

Check the spelling of your username and password. You can tap the eye icon next to the password to

check your password in plain text.
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If you are a first-time user, contact your administrator to make sure that your account is set up properly with

the ELD Compliant and Mobile access options enabled.

If you are an existing user, who was able to log in successfully in the past, contact your administrator to

request a password reset. Your administrator will either set the password for you or send you a reset

password email for you to set up the password yourself. 
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Troubleshoot connectivity issues
This section describes some tasks that you can perform if your device has problems connecting to the vehicle.

Most of these issues are caused by problems with your Bluetooth connection. If none of these steps resolve your

connection problem, follow the general troubleshooting tips before contacting support.

Follow these steps in the order provided to resolve connectivity issues with your vehicle:

1. Ensure you are close to your vehicle

2. Ensure your vehicle’s ignition is on

3. Check that Bluetooth is enabled on your mobile device

4. Use the correct Bluetooth setting (Android only)

5. Reset your Bluetooth connection in LogBook (Android only)

6. Perform a Bluetooth pairing

7. Perform a forced Bluetooth connection

8. Restart your mobile device

9. Follow the instructions in General troubleshooting tips to check that you are using the latest version and to

refresh your settings in the app.

10.If none of these steps resolve your connection problem, contact LogBook support by calling 844-307-2867

or emailing logbooksupport@verizonconnect.com.

These are some of the reasons why you might experience connectivity issues as a driver:

You have moved out of Bluetooth range with your mobile device

Bluetooth is disabled on the mobile device 

The vehicle ignition is off 

The power on the VTU (vehicle tracking unit) is off 

 

These are some of the symptoms that are associated with lost ELD connectivity:

The vehicle icon  on the Dashboard screen is displayed in red 

You hear the vehicle disconnection alert sound

Your vehicle is not displayed on the Select your Vehicle screen

The app does not switch into the Driving status

Issues while you are in the Driving status:

The app does not switch out of the Driving status

The app switches out of the Driving status while you are still driving

The following diagnostic events or malfunctions are raised:

Engine sync diagnostic or malfunction

Unidentified driving diagnostic

You cannot perform a vehicle inspection

You cannot select the Yard Moves sub status on the On Duty status

mailto:logbooksupport@verizonconnect.com
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You cannot select the Personal Use sub status on the Off Duty status

 

These are some of the consequences that connectivity issues can lead to:

Unidentified driving time is created for the vehicle and displayed on the Alerts screen

The location is not automatically generated for status changes

You cannot use automatic Driving mode

Ensure you are close to your vehicle

You need to be close enough to your vehicle so that you can establish a Bluetooth connection with the vehicle’s

VTU (vehicle tracking unit). Try moving closer to your vehicle.

Ensure your vehicle’s ignition is on

Ensure that your vehicle’s ignition is on while you are troubleshooting the connection between your mobile device

and your vehicle.

Check that Bluetooth is enabled on your device

From your mobile device’s home screen, select Settings. Check that the Bluetooth setting is on. If not, tap the

toggle next to the Bluetooth setting to turn it on.

Use the correct Bluetooth setting

Your Bluetooth connection might be failing because of the type of Bluetooth you are using. By default, the app

uses "Bluetooth Low Energy". Some vehicle tracking units use a different standard, called "Bluetooth Classic".

If you cannot find the vehicle you are looking for, try switching your Bluetooth setting to either "Bluetooth

Classic" or "Bluetooth Low Energy":

1. From the LogBook navigation bar, in the lower part of the screen, tap Setup.

2. Under Vehicle Details, tap Connect.

3. From the drop-down menu, select the Bluetooth setting.

4. Check that the vehicle is now listed.
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Reset your Bluetooth connection (Android only)

If you have an Android device, you can reset your Bluetooth connection in either of the following ways:

1. In the LogBook navigation bar in the lower part of the screen, tap More.

2. Scroll to Restart Bluetooth, and then tap Restart.

Or

1. In LogBook, in the upper right corner of the screen, tap the three dots icon.

2. Then tap Restart Bluetooth.

Perform a Bluetooth pairing

To perform a Bluetooth pairing, you need to get your mobile device to “forget” the vehicle’s Bluetooth connection

and then create a pairing. To do this:

For Android:

1. From your mobile device’s home screen, select Settings.

2. Tap the ‘i’ or cog icon next to the device named “GenX_ESN” or “BT_ESN” (where “ESN” is the vehicle’s

engine serial number). The device name depends on the type of tracking unit installed in your vehicle.

3. Tap Unpair.

4. Search for nearby devices.

5. Select the device named “GenX_ESN” or “BT_ESN”.

6. Enter the PIN “1234” (if requested).

7. Go to the LogBook app and try to connect to the vehicle again.

For iOS:

1. From your iPhone’s home screen, go to Settings > Bluetooth.

2. Tap on the “i” icon of the device named “BT_ESN” (where “ESN” is the vehicle’s engine serial number).

3. Tap Forget this Device.

4. Confirm that you would like to remove the device.

5. Turn off Bluetooth.

6. Turn on Bluetooth.

7. Search for nearby devices. Under OTHER DEVICES, select the device named “BT_ESN” (where “ESN” is

the vehicle ESN).

8. Enter the PIN “1234” (if requested).

9. Go to the LogBook app and try to connect to the vehicle again.
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Perform a forced Bluetooth connection

1. Log out of the LogBook app.

2. From your mobile device’s home screen, go to Settings.

3. In the Bluetooth settings, turn Bluetooth off.

4. Log in to the LogBook app.

5. When you are asked for permission to turn Bluetooth on, enable Bluetooth.

Restart your device

Sometimes, a restart of your device can solve a problem that you are experiencing. To do this, hold down the

power button for a few seconds and follow the instructions to restart your device.
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Troubleshoot violations and warnings

Alerts for HOS warnings and violations are shown as a banner in the lower part of the Dashboard screen:

When you tap the Alerts icon in the upper part of the Dashboard screen, you can see the warning or violations

listed on the Alerts screen under NOTIFICATIONS.
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The alert text provides specific details about the violation or warning. 

Warnings inform you that you are approaching a violation of your permitted hours of service (HOS). 

Violations inform you that you are in violation of your HOS. 

Required actions for warnings

If you receive an HOS warning, follow these steps:

1. If you are driving, stop at your earliest convenience to review the warning.

2. View your HOS timers on the Dashboard screen, and verify that they are correct.

3. View your HOS logs, and verify that your status changes are correct.

If your logs are correct, to avoid a violation, make sure that you do not drive beyond the remaining time.

If your logs are incorrect, you can edit your logs. If you are unable to make the changes required,

contact your supervisor. If your logs are certified, your supervisor can make the same changes to your

logs. You can then accept these changes as part of proposed carrier edits.

4. When the warning is resolved, you can remove the alert from the notification list under Alerts by tapping

the x button (on Android devices) or Delete button (on iOS devices). On Android devices, confirm that you

want to delete the alert. This action automatically closes the banner for the same alert.

Required actions for violations

If you receive an HOS violation, follow these steps:

1. If you are driving, stop at your earliest convenience.

2. View your HOS timers on the Dashboard screen, and verify that they are correct. If your timers look

incorrect, follow the steps in Troubleshoot missing resets to make sure that you have received the last daily

or cycle reset.

3. View your HOS logs, and verify that your status changes are correct.

If your logs are correct, make sure that you do not continue driving or remain on duty.
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If your logs are incorrect, you can edit your logs. If you are unable to make the changes required,

contact your supervisor. If your logs are certified, your supervisor can make the same changes to your

logs. You can accept these changes as part of proposed carrier edits.

4. Follow any additional steps required, depending on the type of violation described below.

5. When the violation is resolved, you can remove the alert from the notification list under Alerts by tapping

the x button (on Android devices) or Delete button (on iOS devices). On Android devices, confirm that you

want to delete the alert. This action automatically closes the banner for the same alert.

Types of violations supported

The LogBook app supports the following violations. They are dependent on the rule sets and exemptions that you

are using. For more information, see Violations and breaks. 

Cycle on-duty violations

Daily on-duty violations

Daily driving violations

Mandatory break violations

Cycle on-duty violations

Cycle on-duty violations are raised when you drive after you have spent longer than permitted on duty within a

cycle. The following is an example message, with the hours depending on the rule set and cycle you are using:

John Smith, a cycle on duty violation has occurred (70 hour).

Possible cause Required actions

Driving after

exceeding the

permitted on-duty

limit for your cycle

Check the remaining time for the Cycle on Duty timer on the Dashboard screen. 

It defines how much longer you can be on duty or driving within your current cycle.

Not taking a long

enough break to

reset your cycle

Check the Rest until timer on the Dashboard screen.

It shows how much longer you need to wait until you can go on duty or drive if you are

using the Off Duty or Sleeper Berth status with the sub status Cycle Reset.

Forgetting to

change your status

to Off Duty when a

cycle reset was

required 

Check your ELD logs for the Total On duty, 7 Day Total, and 8 Day Total values

under Summary. 

If they are incorrect, review the logs for each day included in the cycle, checking your

on-duty and driving time. If incorrect, edit your logs to receive a cycle reset.

The app not

switching into or out

of the Driving status

Follow the steps in Troubleshoot connectivity issues.
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Possible cause Required actions

when experiencing

issues connecting to

your vehicle 

Daily on-duty violations

Daily on-duty violations are raised when you drive after you have spent longer than permitted on duty within a

daily shift. The following is an example message, with the hours depending on the rule set and cycle you are

using:

John Smith, a 14 hour duty violation has occurred.

Possible cause Required actions

Driving after

exceeding the

permitted on-duty

limit for your daily

shift

Check the remaining time for the Since Daily Reset timer on the Dashboard screen. It

defines how much longer you can be on duty or driving within your current shift. You can

select between Used and Remaining. 

Not taking a long

enough break to

reset your daily on-

duty time

Check the Rest until timer on the Dashboard screen. It shows how much longer you

need to wait until you can go on duty or drive if you are using the Off Duty or Sleeper

Berth status with the sub status Daily Reset.

Forgetting to

change your status

to Off Duty when a

daily reset was

required

Check your ELD logs for the Total On duty time under Summary. If the time is

incorrect, review your logs for today and yesterday, checking your on-duty and driving

time. If incorrect, edit your logs to receive a daily reset.

The app not

switching into or out

of the Driving status

when experiencing

issues connecting to

your vehicle

Follow the steps in Troubleshoot connectivity issues.

Daily driving violations

Daily driving violations are raised when you have spent longer than permitted driving within a daily shift. The

following is an example message, with the hours depending on the rule set and cycle you are using:

John Smith, a 11 hour driving-time violation has occurred.
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Possible cause Required actions

Driving after

exceeding the

permitted driving

limit for your daily

shift

Check the Daily Driving timer on the Dashboard screen. It defines how much longer

you can drive within your current shift. You can select between Used and Remaining. 

Not taking a long

enough break to

reset your daily

driving time

Check the Rest until timer on the Dashboard screen. It shows how much longer you

need to wait until you can go on duty or drive if you are using the Off Duty or Sleeper

Berth status with the sub status Cycle Reset or Daily Reset.

Forgetting to

change your status

to Off Duty when a

daily reset was

required

Check your ELD logs for the total driving time on the Logs screen under Summary >

DR. If the time is incorrect, review your logs for today and yesterday, checking your on-

duty and driving time. If incorrect, edit your logs to receive a daily or cycle reset and

restart your driving timer. 

The app not

switching into or out

of the Driving status

when experiencing

issues connecting to

your vehicle

Follow the steps in Troubleshoot connectivity issues.

Mandatory break violations

Mandatory break violations are raised when you exceed 8 hours of continuous driving without taking a mandatory

30-minute break. This is applicable only to US federal rules. The following is an example message:

John Smith, you have exceeded 8 hours of continuous Driving time. A 30-minute break violation has

occurred.

Possible cause Required actions

Driving for more

than 8 cumulative

hours without taking

a rest break of at

least 30 minutes

Check the remaining time for the 30-minute Break Due timer on the Dashboard screen.

It shows you when your break is due. Alternatively, check the Time remaining timer,

which defines how much longer you need to rest before you can continue to drive,

provided you have sufficient driving time remaining.

Check in your ELD logs that you have taken your 30-minute break, either in Off Duty,

Sleeper Berth, or On Duty status, before you exceed 8 hours of continuous driving.

If you have verified your timers and logs, you do not believe that you have broken any of the conditions of your

rule set, and you are still experiencing a violation, contact LogBook support by calling 844-307-2867 or emailing

logbooksupport@verizonconnect.com. Note that support is unable to edit your logs. 

mailto:logbooksupport@verizonconnect.com
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Troubleshoot missing resets
Depending on your rule sets and exemptions, you need to take breaks lasting a certain amount of time between

your daily shifts and between your cycles. These breaks reset your HOS (hours of service) clocks, which then

permit you to drive or be on duty again for the next shift or cycle. If you exceed the permitted driving time for or

drive after exceeding the permitted on-duty time, you incur a violation. For more information, see Violations and

breaks.

How to get a daily or cycle reset

Daily resets

When you have completed the necessary time in the Off Duty or Sleeper Berth status, the daily On Duty timer

automatically resets when you move to the On Duty status. You can split your break into two parts that add up to

at least 10 hours if you use the Split Sleeper Berth break. After you have received a reset, you have the full daily

allowance of on-duty and driving time, which is determined by your rule set. 

Cycle resets

When you have completed the necessary time in the Off Duty status, all timers automatically reset when you

move to the On Duty status. After you have received a reset, you have the full allowance of on-duty and driving

time for a new cycle, determined by your rule set.

Make sure to go On Duty to get your daily or cycle reset.

What to do if you don’t get a reset

If you want to start your shift after a break, and discover that your time has not reset, perform the following

actions:

1. If you are using a different device compared to the one you used for the last shift or cycle, verify that you

are connected to the internet. An internet connection is required so that the data can be synchronized

between the two devices.

2. Verify that your break was long enough to reset your shift or cycle. If it was not, stay off duty for the

required time defined for your rule set.

3. If you have not done so already, view your HOS timers on the Dashboard screen and verify that they are

correct.

4. View your HOS logs and verify that the status changes for your last shift are correct. Follow the relevant

instructions below.
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If your logs are correct, and you are eligible for a reset:

1. Change your status to On Duty on the Dashboard screen. This resets your timers.

2. If your timers still do not reset, go to Logs > Driver, and check that the rule set under Active Regulation

is correct. If it is not what you expected, contact your supervisor.
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3. If you have followed these steps and you still haven’t received a reset, contact LogBook support by calling

844-307-2867 or emailing logbooksupport@verizonconnect.com. 

If your logs are incorrect, this can be caused by the following reasons:

You forgot to change your status to Off Duty at the end of your last shift - In this case, you can

correct your logs by adding a status or editing your logs. If you are unable to make the changes required,

contact your supervisor. Your supervisor can make the same changes to your logs. You can accept these

changes as part of proposed carrier edits. Make sure that the reset event is shown in your logs on the first

On Duty status after the reset:

mailto:logbooksupport@verizonconnect.com
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You remained in an incorrect status because you experienced connectivity issues with your

vehicle - In this case, you can follow the steps under Troubleshoot connectivity issues. 

You accepted unidentified miles when logging in after the off-duty time required for a cycle reset -

The accepted unidentified miles won’t trigger a reset even though you were off duty long enough to qualify

for a cycle reset.

If you edited your logs, are eligible for a reset, and your HOS timers do not reset, this can be caused by the

following reasons:

The timers on the Dashboard screen might take up to 24 hours or until the next cycle reset to update. 

The timers are not reset when you edit your logs retrospectively after you have already started your next

shift and changed your HOS status. This does not cause any issues during a roadside inspection as long

as your HOS logs are correct and eligible for a reset.
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Troubleshoot ELD diagnostic events and malfunctions
This section describes the various diagnostic events and malfunctions that can be raised in the LogBook mobile

app and the corresponding actions that you must take as a driver.

Diagnostic events:

Power diagnostic event

Engine sync diagnostic event

Unidentified driving records diagnostic event

Malfunctions:

Power compliance malfunction

Timing compliance malfunction

Engine sync compliance malfunction

Positioning compliance malfunction

Data recording compliance malfunction

View details about diagnostic events or malfunctions

If there are issues with the ELD unit in your vehicle, or with your LogBook mobile app, a diagnostic event is

displayed as a banner in the app:
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If the problem persists, a malfunction alert banner is shown:
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To view more details about a diagnostic event or malfunction, tap the diagnostic (D) or malfunction (M) icon in

the upper right corner. The Active Malfunctions and Diagnostics screen is displayed. It lists all active

malfunctions and diagnostic events:
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If you have any malfunctions, you must correct them within 8 days. See below for required actions.

Identify diagnostic event types

The following section shows the various types of diagnostic events that you might encounter.

Diagnostic
event

Description Possible causes Actions to prevent a
malfunction

Power diagnostic

event

Vehicle use was detected

while the ELD was not

powered on. Ensure that

The VTU has lost power

during operation.

Ensure that the VTU is

securely connected.
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Diagnostic
event

Description Possible causes Actions to prevent a
malfunction

the VTU (vehicle tracking

unit) is firmly connected

and there are no loose

wires to avoid going into

malfunction.

If this issue leads to the

aggregated driving time

being reduced by 30

minutes over a 24-hour

period across all drivers

using this vehicle, including

unidentified drivers, a

power compliance

malfunction is raised.

The VTU has become

unplugged or has a loose

wire.

The VTU did not start up

within 6 minutes of the

engine being turned on.

Do not tamper with the

VTU.

If the vehicle’s battery is

running low, run the

vehicle for a while to

recharge the vehicle’s

battery.

Contact your carrier if the

problem persists.

Engine sync

diagnostic event

Your mobile device lost

connection to vehicle data.

Ensure that Bluetooth is

always enabled on your

mobile device and that you

shut down the vehicle or

disconnect from it under

“Setup” before taking the

tablet out of range.

While this diagnostic event

is raised, the data on

engine power status,

vehicle motion status, miles

driven, and engine hours

can no longer be accessed.

If the connection is lost for

30 minutes or more during

a 24-hour period, an engine

sync compliance

malfunction is raised.

The VTU was not

installed correctly.

The VTU is out of range

of the mobile device; for

example, because the

driver walked away from

the vehicle with the

mobile device while the

vehicle’s ignition is on.

The VTU is faulty.

The mobile device has

Bluetooth turned off.

You did not log out or

disconnect from the

vehicle properly.

An intermittent or loose

connection to the

vehicle’s ECM.

The ELD is unable to

pick up the required

engine data from the

vehicle’s ECM.

Log out of LogBook

properly at the end of

your shift.

Ensure that Bluetooth is

turned on.

Ensure that you turn the

vehicle’s ignition off and

disconnect from the

vehicle under “Setup” in

LogBook before you take

the mobile device out of

range of the vehicle’s

VTU.

Follow the instructions in 

Troubleshoot

connectivity issues.

Contact your carrier if the

problem persists.

Unidentified driving

records diagnostic

event

More than 30 minutes of

unidentified driving was

detected within a 24-hour

period. To clear the

You did not log in prior to

driving the vehicle.

You did not establish a

connection to the

Log in to the LogBook

app and select a vehicle

prior to driving a vehicle.

Regularly claim all
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Diagnostic
event

Description Possible causes Actions to prevent a
malfunction

unidentified driving events, 

review and claim any

driving that belongs to you.

selected vehicle prior to

driving the vehicle.

unidentified driving that

belongs to you.

Required actions for all malfunctions

Malfunctions must be corrected within 8 days.

These are the actions that you must take immediately, independent of the type of malfunction that you received:

1. Note the type of malfunction and provide written notice of the malfunction to your motor carrier within 24

hours. 

2. Ensure that you have an accurate record of duty status (RODS) for the current 24-hour period and the

previous 7 consecutive days. This can be either in the form of records from the ELD or RODS on compliant

graph-grid paper. If necessary, manually reconstruct the RODS for any missing period. 

3. Continue to manually prepare compliant RODS on graph-grid paper until the ELD is serviced and back in

compliance. 

For further information, see this FMCSA FAQ article. 

Identify malfunction types and required additional actions

The following table shows the various types of malfunctions that you might encounter, with corresponding actions

that are specific to the malfunction, and in addition to the required actions described above.

Malfunction Description Required actions

Power compliance

malfunction

More than 30 cumulative minutes of

vehicle use were detected in the last 24

hours while the ELD was not powered on.

Possible causes:

The VTU has lost power during

operation.

The VTU has become unplugged.

The VTU did not start up within 30

minutes of the engine being turned on.

1. Confirm that the VTU has not been

unplugged or tampered with.

2. If the vehicle has a low battery voltage

(below 12 volts), the unit might not

report correctly due to the low voltage.

We recommend that you run the vehicle

for a while to recharge the vehicle's

battery. This could be a sign of a vehicle

battery deteriorating and not keeping a

charge. Report any voltage issue to your

carrier.

3. As a driver, you must maintain paper

https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/hours-service/elds/eld-malfunctions-and-data-diagnostic-events
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Malfunction Description Required actions

logs until the issue has been resolved

and you have completed your current

shift or changed vehicles.

4. If the problem persists, contact Verizon

Connect support.

Timing compliance

malfunction

Your mobile device time is 10 minutes out. 1. Ensure that your mobile device is set to

the same time zone used at your home

terminal.

2. As a driver, confirm that your mobile

device is using the automatic update

option for time.

On Android devices go to Settings >

Date and Time and enable Automatic

date and time.

On iOS devices go to Settings >

General > Date & Time and enable Set

automatically.

3. As a driver, you must maintain paper

logs until the issue has been resolved

and you have completed your current

shift or changed vehicles.

4. If the problem persists, contact Verizon

Connect support.

Engine sync

compliance

malfunction

Your mobile device lost its connection to

vehicle data for 30 cumulative minutes in

the last 24 hours. During this time, the

data on engine power status, vehicle

motion status, miles driven, and engine

hours could not be accessed.

1. Confirm that Bluetooth is always

enabled on your mobile device.

2. Ensure that you are close to your

vehicle with your mobile device and do

not walk out of range of the VTU while

the ignition of the vehicle is on.

3. Shut down the vehicle or disconnect

from it under “Setup” in the LogBook

navigation bar before taking the mobile

device out of range.

4. As a driver, you must maintain paper

logs until the issue has been resolved

and you have completed your current

shift or changed vehicles.

5. If the problem persists, contact Verizon

Connect support.

Positioning

compliance

malfunction

Unable to retrieve valid GPS for 5 miles for

60 cumulative minutes over 24-hour

period.

1. Confirm that your vehicle is not inside or

under any cover.

2. Check your GPS aerial (if applicable)
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Malfunction Description Required actions

3. As a driver, you must maintain paper

logs until the issue has been resolved

and you have completed your current

shift or changed vehicles.

4. If the problem persists, contact Verizon

Connect support.

Data recording

compliance

malfunction

Your mobile device does not have

adequate storage space. The mobile

device can no longer record new events

and you might lose events that have not

been uploaded yet.

1. Remove any unnecessary files and

applications to free up storage space on

your mobile device to ensure that your

mobile device has enough free storage

space.

2. As a driver, you must maintain paper

logs until the issue has been resolved

and you have completed your current

shift or changed vehicles.

3. If the problem persists, contact Verizon

Connect support.
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Troubleshoot incorrect or missing ELD logs

Make sure your logs are certified

If you are missing log entries, make sure that you have certified your logs. See Certify your ELD logs for

information on how to view which log entries are uncertified and how to certify them.

Check whether your logs failed to upload

If you are missing log entries, check whether they failed to upload:

1. In the navigation bar in the lower part of the screen, tap More.

2. Tap App Diagnostic Data.

3. Check whether you see Status Change uploads pending.

If you have pending data, check the following:

Is your mobile device’s network connection working?

Verify with your administrator whether your mobile device uses mobile data or Wi-Fi only. Check whether

you have a network connection by trying to access any internet page. If you have had to reconnect the

network connection, it will take a few moments for the pending data to upload.

Does your mobile device have at least 200 MB of free storage space?

If you don’t have enough space, free up some space by deleting unused files.

Are you using the latest version of LogBook?

For more information, see General troubleshooting tips.

Contact support

If you cannot resolve the problem of your incorrect or missing logs, you can contact your administrator or Verizon

Connect support.
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Rule sets and exemptions
A rule set is a collection of rules that is applicable to the region that your drivers are driving in. The rules define

how long they are allowed to drive or be on duty, and how long breaks need to be. As an administrator, you can

define your drivers’ rule set in Reveal, and drivers can’t change their rule set in the LogBook mobile app. Below is

a list of rule sets that are supported in LogBook.

Exemptions are changes to the hours of service that are defined by the rule set your drivers are using.

Exemptions apply in certain circumstances. In most cases, drivers can choose whether or not to use an

exemption that they are entitled to. Below is a list of exemptions that are supported in LogBook.

Supported rule sets

LogBook supports the following rule sets:

Federal property 60-hour/7-day

Federal property 70-hour/8-day

Federal passenger 60-hour/7-day

Federal passenger 70-hour/8-day

Federal no 30 minute break

California property intrastate 80-hour/8-day

California passenger intrastate 80-hour/8-day

Texas intrastate 70-hour/7-day

Canada South of 60 7-day (cycle 1) 70-hours (AOBRD only)

Canada South of 60 14-day (cycle 2) 120-hours (AOBRD only)

Canada North 70 (AOBRD only)

Canada North 120 (AOBRD only)

Supported exemptions

LogBook supports the following exemptions:

Adverse driving conditions (in US and Canada)

Oilfield operations (in US and Canada)

Sleeper-berth use

16-hour big day exemption (property drivers only)

Personal conveyance mode

Yard move mode

Off-duty deferral (in Canada)
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Violations and breaks

The following information is for informational purposes only, and should not be relied upon as
legal advice.

LogBook supports several rule sets and exemptions. Depending on the rule set and exemptions your drivers are

using, the following violations can be reported:

Driving limit violations

Within a work shift, there is a limit on the time a driver may spend driving, before a daily-reset break is necessary.

LogBook uses the following driving limits:

11 hours for federal US rules

12 hours for California, Texas, and Florida rules

13 hours for Canada South rules

Federal rest break violation

According to federal US rules, you may not drive for more than 8 cumulative hours without taking a rest break of

at least 30 minutes. You can spend this break either off duty, on duty, in the sleeper berth, or waiting in an oilfield

(if you are using the oilfield exemption).

On-duty limit violations

Within a work shift, you can be on duty (driving or performing on-duty tasks) for a limited amount of time. After

this time limit, you may not drive before you have completed a daily-reset break. LogBook uses the following on-

duty limits:

14 hours (including rest breaks) for federal US rules.

14 hours (not including rest breaks) for Canada South rules.

16 hours (including rest breaks) for California rules.

16 hours (including rest breaks) for Canada South rules.

This violation rule is about driving. If you do not start driving after the time limit stated above, this violation is not

recorded. For example (if using federal US rules), after 14 hours spent on duty or driving, you can perform non-

driving tasks without violating this rule. If, however, after that, you start driving again before taking another 10-

hour break, a violation is recorded against this rule.
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Federal 16-hour on-duty limit violation

Once within an on-duty cycle, you can be on duty (driving or performing on-duty tasks) for up to 16 hours if you

meet the following requirements:

Use federal US rules.

Start from and return to the same location as for the previous 5 work shifts. You may have cycle-reset

breaks between these 5 work shifts.

Take a continuous daily-reset break, and not a split daily-reset break, before and after the shift.

Use the exemption only once within an on-duty cycle.

See Extend your hours of service for more information.

Cycle on-duty limit violations

The cycle on-duty period and the required cycle-reset breaks between the cycle periods depend on the rule set

and cycle that you use:

Federal US rules

According to federal US rules, you may not drive if you have spent either 60 hours within 7 consecutive days or

70 hours within 8 consecutive days on duty. To be allowed to drive again you must take a cycle-reset break of 34

or more consecutive hours. Otherwise, a violation is noted in LogBook.

You can use either the 60 hour-7 day rule or the 70 hour-8 day rule, but not both. The rule to use depends on

how many days per week your organization operates, and which rule set your organization uses.

California rules

According to California rules, you may not drive if you have spent 80 hours within 8 consecutive days on duty. To

be allowed to drive again you must take a cycle-reset break of 34 or more consecutive hours. Otherwise, a

violation is noted in LogBook.

Texas rules

According to Texas rules, you may not drive if you have spent 70 hours within 7 consecutive days on duty. To be

allowed to drive again you must take a cycle-reset break of 34 or more consecutive hours. Otherwise, a violation

is noted in LogBook.

A driver can use either the 70 hour-7 day rule or the 80 hour-8 day rule, but not both. The rule to use depends on

how many days per week your organization operates.
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Canada South rules

According to Canada South rules, which apply to the area south of 60 degrees latitude, you may not drive if you

have spent either 70 hours within 7 consecutive days or 120 hours within 14 consecutive days on duty. If using

the 7 day period, you may drive again after you have taken a cycle-reset break of 36 or more consecutive hours.

If using the 14 day period, you may drive if you have a rest period of 24 or more consecutive hours after the first

70 hours of on-duty time and a cycle-reset break of 72 or more consecutive hours after the remaining 50 hours of

on-duty time. Otherwise, a violation is noted.

You can use either the 70 hour-7 day rule or the 120 hour-14 day rule, but not both. The rule to use depends on

how many days per week your organization operates.

Breaks

The following types of breaks are defined for the purposes of hours-of-service reporting:

30-minute rest breaks

According to federal US rules, a driver may not drive for more than 8 cumulative hours without taking a rest break

of at least 30 minutes. This break can be either spent off duty, on duty, in the sleeper berth, or waiting in an

oilfield (if oilfield options are used).

Daily-reset breaks

Between work shifts, you must take rest breaks of 8 (for Texas rules) or 10 (for other rule sets) consecutive

hours. These breaks are required to restart your driving allowance for the next work shift. Daily-reset breaks can

be spent:

Entirely in the sleeper berth.

Entirely off duty.

Entirely in the ‘Waiting’ state (when using the oilfield exemption).

As a combination of off-duty time, waiting, and sleeper-berth time with no interruptions.

Split daily-reset breaks 

Between work shifts drivers can also take split rest breaks instead of continuous rest breaks. Split rest breaks

allow drivers to restart their driving allowance if the following requirements are met:

One rest break must consist of at least 7 consecutive hours spent in the sleeper berth.

The second rest break must consist of at least 2 consecutive hours spent off duty, waiting, in a sleeper

berth or as a continuous combination of two of these states.

The two rest breaks must add up to a total of at least 10 hours. For example, if the first rest break is 7

hours, the second rest break must be 3 hours.

If using oilfield options, the split rest break is a combination of 2 different rest periods of at least 2 hours
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that when summed together make at least 10 hours. Requirements for the periods:

o At least 1 of the rest periods must be at the oilfield.

o A rest period at the oilfield can be off duty, waiting or sleeper berth time or a continuous combination of

them.

o A rest period outside the oilfield can only be sleeper berth time.

You can separate the two split rest breaks by driving time. The driving time between the two split rest breaks

counts towards the work shift after the rest break.

Cycle-reset breaks

Between on-duty cycles, you must take cycle-reset breaks to restart your driving allowance for the next on-duty

cycle.

The required length of the cycle-reset break depends on the rule set you are using:

If you are using any US rule sets, a cycle-reset break of 34 consecutive hours is required.

If you are using the Canada South 70 hour-7 day rule, a break of 36 consecutive hours is required.

If you are using the Canada South 120 hour-14 day rule, a break of 24 consecutive hours is required after

the first 70 hours of on-duty time and a break of 72 consecutive hours is required after the remaining 50

hours.

You must spend cycle-reset breaks off duty.
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Contact LogBook support
If you have problems with the LogBook mobile app that you haven’t been able to correct using the articles in this
troubleshooting section, you can contact support for help.

To contact the driver line, call 844-307-2867 or email logbooksupport@verizonconnect.com.

When you call the helpline, support might ask for the following information:

Your driver ID (username)

The date and time the issue occurred

A description of what happened

The make and model of your Android or iOS device

The type of connection (cell data plan, Wi-Fi, or personal hotspot)

A diagnostic file from your app (see Send diagnostic files to support)

Send diagnostic files to support

When you contact support, you might be asked to provide a diagnostic file from your app. To do this:

1. In the navigation bar, in the lower part of the screen, tap More.

2. Under Support, tap SEND TO SUPPORT.

3. In the dialog box, tap UPLOAD.

Take a screenshot of diagnostic data

If you cannot send a diagnostic file using the Send to Support option, take a screenshot of the app diagnostic
data. To do this:

1. In the navigation bar, in the lower part of the screen, tap More.

2. Under Settings, tap App Diagnostic Data.

3. Take a screenshot. On most Android devices, you press and hold the “Volume down” and “Power” buttons

at the same time to take a screenshot. On most iOS devices, you press and hold the “Home” and “Side”

buttons.

4. Email the screenshot to support.

mailto:logbooksupport@verizonconnect.com
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Legal notice - terms of use
There should be a written contract between Verizon Connect Inc. ("Verizon Connect") and the company by which

you are employed (hereinafter, "Company") that governs you and your Company’s use of this Confidential/

Proprietary Verizon Connect document. In the unlikely event such contract does not exist or has expired, then

the use of this document, including the information contained therein, by you, not only individually, but also as an

employee and on behalf of your Company, is subject to the CONFIDENTIALITY AND NONDISCLOSURE

provisions below. IF YOU OR YOUR COMPANY DOES NOT AGREE WITH THESE PROVISIONS, YOU AND

YOUR COMPANY MUST IMMEDIATELY CEASE USING THIS DOCUMENT AND DESTROY IT.

CONFIDENTIALITY AND NONDISCLOSURE PROVISIONS

This document, including the information contained therein, constitutes the valuable confidential and proprietary

information and property (hereinafter, "Confidential Information") of Verizon Connect or its suppliers. Your use of

this Confidential Information is subject to the following terms and conditions:

1. Verizon Connect may disclose to you (a “Recipient”) certain Confidential Information (as defined below). 

The terms “Discloser” and “Recipient” include a Party’s Affiliates. “Affiliate” shall mean any person or entity

that controls, is controlled by or is under common control with a Party.  

2. "Confidential Information" means information (in whatever form and medium) designated as confidential by

the Discloser by conspicuous markings (if tangible Confidential Information), or by announcement at the

time of initial disclosure (if oral or non-tangible Confidential Information), or if not so marked or announced

should reasonably have been understood as confidential to the Recipient (or one of its employees,

contractors, Affiliates, or Affiliate contractors (collectively, “Representatives”)), either because of legends or

other markings, the circumstances of disclosure or the nature of the information itself, and that (a) relates

to the Purpose; (b) relates to the Discloser’s customers, products, services, finances, developments, trade

secrets, know-how or personnel; and (c) is received by the Recipient from the Discloser during the term of

this Agreement. Confidential Information may include information acquired by the Discloser from a third

party under an obligation of confidentiality.

3. A Recipient of Confidential Information may use the Confidential Information only for the Purpose, and

shall protect such Confidential Information from disclosure to others, using the same degree of care used

to protect its own confidential information of like importance, but in no case less than reasonable care,

except that the information disclosed by VZT concerning its customers shall remain confidential forever. 

Without limitation of the foregoing, neither the Recipient nor its Representatives shall cause or permit

reverse engineering of any Confidential Information or recompilation or disassembly of any software

programs which are part of the Confidential Information received by them under this Agreement. Recipient

may disclose Confidential Information to its Representatives (including legal and accounting advisors) who

have a need to know for the purpose of this Agreement, provided that (a) such Representatives agree, in

advance and in writing, to be bound by confidentiality provisions at least as protective of Discloser’s

Confidential Information as those contained in this Agreement; and (b) such Representatives are not

competitors of VZT.  Upon request, the Recipient shall provide copies of such agreements to the Discloser.

Confidential Information shall not otherwise be disclosed to any third party without the prior written consent

of the Discloser.  Recipient shall be responsible for any breach of such confidentiality provisions by its

Representatives.  Recipient shall promptly report to the Discloser any actual or suspected violation of this

Agreement and shall take all reasonable further steps as requested by Discloser to prevent, control, or
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remedy such violation.

4. The restrictions of this Agreement on use and disclosure of Confidential Information shall not apply to

information that Recipient can show:

a) Was publicly known at the time of Discloser's communication thereof to Recipient;

b) Becomes publicly known through no fault of Recipient subsequent to the time of Discloser's

communication thereof to Recipient;

c) Was in Recipient's possession free of any obligation of confidence at the time of Discloser's

communication thereof to Recipient;

d) Is developed by Recipient independently of and without reference to any of Discloser's Confidential

Information or other information that Discloser disclosed in confidence to any third party that Recipient

should have reasonably known was Discloser’s confidential information;

e) Is rightfully obtained by Recipient from third parties authorized to make such disclosure without

restriction; 

f) Is identified by Discloser as no longer confidential; 

g) Is required to be disclosed by subpoena or other legal process, limited to the extent required by the

terms of such subpoena or other legal process as further set forth in Section 5; or

5. In the event Recipient is required by law, regulation or court order to disclose any of Discloser's

Confidential Information, Recipient will (except as prohibited by law, regulation, or court order) use

commercially reasonable efforts to (a) promptly notify Discloser in writing prior to making any such

disclosure in order to facilitate Discloser seeking a protective order or other appropriate remedy from the

proper authority; (b) cooperate with Discloser in seeking such order or other remedy; and (c) furnish only

that portion of the Confidential Information which is legally required.  The foregoing obligations shall not

apply to any request designated by law enforcement or emergency services personnel as an emergency. 

6. All Confidential Information (including information in computer software or held in electronic storage media)

and all patent, copyright, trade secret, trademark and other intellectual property rights therein shall be and

remain the property of Discloser.  All such information in tangible form shall be returned to Discloser

promptly upon written request or termination or expiration of this Agreement, and shall not thereafter be

retained in any form by Recipient, its Affiliates, or any employees or contractors of Recipient or its

Affiliates. 
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